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State legislators join U. in fight against urban crime

By Jenny Ant

The Duly Penivtyman

State officials expressed themselves to be taking lo- cal leaders in fighting area crime — especially near campus — during a community meeting Tuesday.

"We seek to create new and innovative solutions and solutions to bring the assurance of support from every sector to produce, yes, a reassurance in the middle of the worst of times," said State Rep. Hardy Williams, D-Philadelphia. "We believe this is an issue of life and death."

But no one felt so positive a sentiment was prepared to introduce. Williams explained the meeting to bring local

businesses, schools and political representatives together to create creative solutions to a torning crime and other community issues.

Ford is the only Penn alumnus who will start his first term in the House in January. He graduated from the University in 1946 and now heads the House Interna-

ional Affair Committee.

"This is a unique new opportunity to bring all of society to the table to discuss how we can work together to solve the problems that face us," Ford said.

By Jenny Ant

TUESDAY, Nov. 8

The citizens of Tennessee's 9th District have elected recent Princeton and Penn graduate Joe Biden to represent the state in Congress.

Biden was elected Tuesday with 54% of the vote, completing a sweep of the blue and red states that has already created an echo chamber of support for Vice President Al Gore.

By Jenny Ant

WASHINGTON — The crowd of 4,989 mostly white, mostly Male Republicans who gathered here Tuesday to watch election returns had come to have a good time, to enjoy the company of friends. Most would be up early Wednesday morning, heading to the office. By the time Clinton voted and set
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State Senator Hardy Williams
called for a revision in the middle of the worst of times.

"Pennsylvania's
citizens..." he said, "are in need of leadership."

A students' report described the meeting as "kind of a rip-off," with the senator's only goal being to gain publicity.

In the states where the company has been active, the local population has been left in the dark about the company's activities and the potential impacts on the environment.

In Pennsylvania, the company has been active in several areas, including the construction of a new power plant, the renovation of an old one and the development of a new one.

The company has been involved in several high-profile cases, including the One-Twenty-One Power Plant project in Lebanon County, which was shut down due to environmental concerns.

The company has also been involved in conflicts with local communities, including a dispute with the city of Philadelphia over the location of a new power plant.

In addition to the conflicts with the city, the company has been involved in several legal battles over the environmental impacts of its projects.

The company has also been criticized for its role in the Pennsylvania electric industry restructuring, which has led to higher electricity prices for consumers.

The company's activities in Pennsylvania have been controversial, with some groups and individuals arguing that the company has been a driving force behind the state's energy policy.

By Jenny Ant

WASHINGTON — The crowd of 4,989 mostly white, mostly Male Republicans who gathered here Tuesday to watch election results was so enthusiastic that they had to be turned away. Most would be up early Wednesday morning, heading to the office. By the time Clinton voted and set
22,000 Berkeley papers stolen

An editorial supporting anti-affirmative action legislation prompted the newspaper theft.

By Tamara Zehnder

Provisions of the University of California at Berkeley campus evening newspaper, the California, were to receive separate offices on the Hall.

upper Doors of the renovated Houston Perelman Quadrangle Committee Berkeley’s free student newspaper, the Californian, is the latest in a chain of such incidents around the country.

action programs, said Mike Coleman, the independent paper’s editor-in-chief. Coleman called the theft a "chickenshit" attack, adding that an additional 1,900 papers were stolen yesterday.

Berkeley students who are so sure of the latest in a chain of such incidents around the country.
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Firm scrutinizes campus facilities

The Biddison-Hier team met with students and faculty for input.

By Martha Katz

Gathering suggestions and opinions for their ongoing evaluations of University facilities, management consultants Riddick and Tom Hier met with student and faculty groups on campus yesterday.

The consultants will work closely with students, faculty and administrators to develop a master renovation plan, a process the partners hope to devise a plan for improving campus buildings.

“Our recommendations will deal with both physical problems of facilities on campus and the modernization of those facilities, so they will be applicable for the next 20 years," said Larry Moneta.

Administrators will use some of the research on dorms in planning the future shape of the residential system, a goal of the 21st Century Project on Undergraduate Life. Other research will go into a planned overhaul of all campus facilities.

Moneta would not release preliminary recommendations until April.

“We are still in the information-gathering process,” she added.

But some changes may be relaxed through the office of the Vice President for University Life beginning in January.

In the past few months, Biddison and Hier have met with several groups to listen to ideas and concerns about campus facilities from various student e-mails.

“I've gathered a lot of feedback about the notion of a community," said Biddison. “And we have begun to think through what that means as far as space organization.”

Freshmen already seem to have well-defined residential communities, he noted.

The University could consider trying to create housing units for upperclassmen that falls somewhere between the high-density groups from form and the total independence of off-campus living, he said.

Monday-Friday, 11 a.m.-7 p.m.

 остаётся неизменным.

До конца текущего года планируется завершить строительство на Университетском Площади. Жилые здания на этой территории включены в программу, включая финансирование." Аль- натуралисса Сандо, президент Университета, подчеркнула, что финансирование проекта должно быть обеспечено до конца текущего года.

Институт "Венская Семинария" планирует включить в свой бюджет проект по строительству нового учебного здания. "Весной мы планируем завершить строительство на Университетском Площади," сказал директор Института "Венская Семинария".

Приоритетные направления проекта: строительство нового учебного здания, реорганизация существующих зданий и создание новых ландшафтных зон.

"Это будет прекрасным решением," сказал директор Института "Венская Семинария". "Мы стремимся создать зону с прекрасной атмосферой, в которой студенты смогут чувствовать себя комфортно и заниматься учебой."
The Daily Pennsylvania

SPORTS

M. Soccer will end miracle season with Princeton, Penn State

Penn has clinched a winning record, but it wants more, like a win over archival Princeton and ranked Penn State.

The Penn men's soccer season is flying to an end. With a winning streak still going strong and a chance at the NCAA tournament, the Quakers are not taking it easy this late in the season. Forget that they have secured a winning record – a surprise in itself. This year Penn wants more.

"The chemistry is right. They genuinely care for each other. They can't wait to gear her team up for the Ivy tournament," O'Neill said. "There is a lot of pride up there at Princeton."

The Sunday, Penn will wrap up its regular season with a game against Penn State in Beaver Stadium. Although the Penn Quakers have been struggling, they have had but four of their last five games and have suffered numerous injuries in the last couple of weeks.

"They've had seven injuries and some kids are struggling with some virus," O'Neill said.

Not only are the Lions undermanned, they now have senior quarterback ready to take the top of their conferences and a lot of pressure. The Quakers are a young team, but there are seniors among all the freshmen and sophomores facing on the field. Senior Austin Gotwals, his team leader, has made the most of his senior year. Penn squad had a tremendous season," O'Neill said. "He has been a great leader. He's done a terrific job." O'Neill said.

After returning from injuries, Laroa and Rusche are enjoying being a part of a winning program. "It's more fun. It's the best season because we're winning and everybody's got the right attitude," Rusche said. Under partial when the Quakers would already be getting ready for the off season by now. Penn is still focused or playing.

"The boys are eating fish after beating St. Joe's," O'Neill said. "The best we can do asphyxiated by League is 5-3. And we can only watch what's under our control.

"The chemistry is right. They genuinely care for each other. They can't wait to gear her team up for the Ivy tournament," O'Neill said. "There is a lot of pride up there at Princeton."

V-ball is 5-0 in last five

VOLLEYBALL from page 10

"I think they've got plenty of talent," Penney said. "That's going to be important in their upcoming weeks.

The weekend, the Quakers try to maintain their undefeated "second season." Today, in Hempstead, N.Y., Penn takes on Army (2-11 and Navy (11-17). Tomorrow, the Quakers travel to New York to play the Explorers (9-21) in their final home game of the season.

The Army squad is struggling, having dropped its last five matches. As of Nov. 19, the Explorers are in last place in the Patriot League, a surprise in itself. This year Penn wants more.

"I honestly think that they're working any harder since this beginning. They're doing a terrific job. They just weren't scoring goals," Penney said.

"I still feel like I want to weigh in to compete in organized athletics," Penn senior guard Converse said. "It's not going to be my last game, but I glad I took the opportunity to play," Veneti said.

Senior pens ostat. Grad Chace will not get the opportunity to play his final game tomorrow. He suffered a completely torn medial collateral ligament (MCL) during the second half of the 30-12 dismantling of Princeton on Oct. 25, 1996. Penn quarterback Matt Veneti said. "It's hard without Zach in there, but George Clark has got great."

LW L. Football

Penn has chance to clinch share of ELFL title with win over Princeton

Penn will meet with Princeton this weekend and will be able to go out and be aggressive and be able to use against the Ivy teams their marks on this year's Penn squad. Fishman and Justin Ramsay have all made their marks on this year's Penn squad. Fishman had a tremendous season," O'Neill said. "He has been a great leader. He's done a terrific job."

After returning from injuries, Laroa and Rusche are enjoying being a part of a winning program. "It's more fun. It's the best season because we're winning and everybody's got the right attitude," Rusche said. Under partial when the Quakers would already be getting ready for the off season by now. Penn is still focused or playing.

"The boys are eating fish after beating St. Joe's," O'Neill said. "The best we can do asphyxiated by League is 5-3. And we can only watch what's under our control.

"The chemistry is right. They genuinely care for each other. They can't wait to gear her team up for the Ivy tournament," O'Neill said. "There is a lot of pride up there at Princeton."

By Justin Fein

This season has been different than past years for the Penn lightweight football team.

They've beat Army for the first time in 38 years, and they have a chance at a share of the Eastern Lightweight Football title for the first time in coach Bill Wagner's Penn career.

Those accomplishments won't mean anything to Princeton, the Quakers' opponent tomorrow, when the two teams meet at 1 p.m. at Franklin Field at 1 p.m. The Tigers have only beaten Penn 11 times in their 136-year history, however, came in the season finale against Penn. This year, Princeton will be looking to spoil the Quakers' dreams.

The Penn coaching staff and the veteran players of the team's defense will not be able to win as the 30-12 dismantling of Princeton in their last game, Penney said. "The best we can do in the final week."

"It's hard without Zach in there, but George Clark has got great.

The Quakers secondary, which in the past two season fields have won the last two games that.ToString(), the trend of the past two season fields have won the last two games that.ToString(), the Penn Lightweight football history.

With us online, you can spend your time browsing in a gallery rather than for one. Finding a pub that has that you favorite beer on tap is a snap. Even a quaint indie bookstore is just a bookmark away.

Philly Online knows what you're looking for and shows you how to find it. With online sites like "Philadelphia" and "Philadelphia," the campus suddenly gets a lot larger.

Point your browser to us and we'll make the day brighter. Philadelphia is just a bookmark away.

"I honestly think that they're working any harder since this beginning. They're doing a terrific job. They just weren't scoring goals," Penney said.

"Forget that they have secured a winning record — a surprise in itself. This year Penn wants more."

"The chemistry is right. They genuinely care for each other. They can't wait to gear her team up for the Ivy tournament," O'Neill said. "There is a lot of pride up there at Princeton."

"I honestly think that they're working any harder since this beginning. They're doing a terrific job. They just weren't scoring goals," Penney said.

"I honestly think that they're working any harder since this beginning. They're doing a terrific job. They just weren't scoring goals," Penney said.
**Princeton Chase will conclude crew fall season**

By David Hoffman

This Sunday, the Penn crew teams finish out their fall schedules at the Princeton Chase, which takes place on Lake Carnegie, will start at noon. The Quakers will have all of their boats on the water to compete with Princeton and the rest of the Ivy League crews.

The Quakers’ fall season, which they consider to be a success thus far. The team fared well at the League crews. The Quakers have experienced on the water practicing specifically for the last regatta, which are three miles long, since July. The Quakers, on the other hand, did not begin practicing until this weekend to prepare for the Princeton Chase, which they hope to succeed in the Ivy League and the East Coast.
**EDITORIAL & OPINION**

**All-male and under-attack**

Across the country, all-male colleges and student groups are testing the limits of what constitutes acceptable behavior. In some cases, they have found that the laws of the land are not always the law of the land. This is a trend that is sweeping across the country, and it is one that the courts are struggling to keep up with.

For example, at some universities, the courts have not protected single-sex organizations from discrimination. And at other universities, the courts have ruled that single-sex organizations are protected from discrimination. But in all cases, the courts are struggling to keep up with the trend.

What is equal opportunity? What is discrimination? The courts are struggling to answer these questions.

**FRATERNITY**

Mike Dennis the Daily Pennsylvanian

**SAC's clear funding rules**

SAC representatives have been discussing funding issues, and have rarely questioned whether or not their funding was appropriate. However, the courts have ruled that SAC representatives must make sure that their funding is appropriate. The courts have ruled that SAC representatives must make sure that their funding is appropriate.

The courts have ruled that SAC representatives must make sure that their funding is appropriate. The courts have ruled that SAC representatives must make sure that their funding is appropriate. The courts have ruled that SAC representatives must make sure that their funding is appropriate.

The courts have ruled that SAC representatives must make sure that their funding is appropriate. The courts have ruled that SAC representatives must make sure that their funding is appropriate. The courts have ruled that SAC representatives must make sure that their funding is appropriate.

The courts have ruled that SAC representatives must make sure that their funding is appropriate. The courts have ruled that SAC representatives must make sure that their funding is appropriate. The courts have ruled that SAC representatives must make sure that their funding is appropriate.
Army officers charged with raping recruits

HAPTINGTON, Va. — In what could prove a major embarrassment to the military, a family captain and two drill sergeants were charged with raping a drums-and-ponies Confidential Sources, sexually harassing more than a dozen women recruits.

The alleged incidents took place at the Army Ordnance Center at Aberdeen Proving Ground, Md. As many as 7,000 women who trained at the center are being interviewed by the authorities about any additional victims.

"America deserves better than this. Our soldiers deserve better than this and our Army is better than this," Gen. John R. Pappas, commander of the Army Ordnance Center at Aberdeen, said in a statement.

Staff Sgt. Daniel Simpson was charged with rape, forcible sodomy, sodomy and assault. Staff Sgt. Nathaniel Beach was charged with making false statements to investigating officers.

The judge declined to say why he suggested military charges in the case. The government will have to take special care in its prosecution of the alleged sexual assaults.

The judge also ordered that the three men be held without bail until the case is resolved.

Prosecutors said their investigation began in May, when the victims came forward. The victims were interviewed by soldiers who were reported to be suspicious of the incidents.

The judge said he would not release any other details of the allegations.

Amanda Worth

Recruits at the Ordnance Center were questioned about incidents of improper conduct and shell and how to repair military weapons. The Army Ordnance Center at Aberdeen, in Maryland, is where the army trains and tests its weapons.

The Fort Sill rape was reported last year, and 200 others were reported missing.

The judge noted in his decision that Stoffa had been expected to be

"America deserves better than this. Our soldiers deserve better than this and our Army is better than this."" - William Hartog

U.S. Army Center

Land流氓

TAMPERING WITH EXECUTIONS

PHILADELPHIA — David Cohen, who has been assigned the murder case here.

"It's a lot," said Nate Sae, Vincent Porto, a friend of both Cohen and Rendell. "Philadelphia is in debt to the best public servant it has ever had. "He's the foundation," said Joseph Vigilanza, on city council and executive director of a watchdog for university students were killed and dozens in-

David Cohen will leave the mayor's office to run one of Philadelphia's largest law firms.

PHILADELPHIA — David Cohen, hailed for engineering from behind the scenes.

"America deserves better than this. Our soldiers deserve better than this and our Army is better than this," Gen. John R. Pappas, commander of the Army Ordnance Center at Aberdeen, said in a statement.

Staff Sgt. Daniel Simpson was charged with rape, forcible sodomy, sodomy and assault. Staff Sgt. Nathaniel Beach was charged with making false statements to investigating officers.

The judge declined to say why he suggested military charges in the case. The government will have to take special care in its prosecution of the alleged sexual assaults.

The judge also ordered that the three men be held without bail until the case is resolved.

Prosecutors said their investigation began in May, when the victims came forward. The victims were interviewed by soldiers who were reported to be suspicious of the incidents.

The judge said he would not release any other details of the allegations.
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Recruits at the Ordnance Center were questioned about incidents of improper conduct and shell and how to repair military weapons. The Army Ordnance Center at Aberdeen, in Maryland, is where the army trains and tests its weapons.

The Fort Sill rape was reported last year, and 200 others were reported missing.

The judge noted in his decision that Stoffa had been expected to be
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The judge declined to say why he suggested military charges in the case. The government will have to take special care in its prosecution of the alleged sexual assaults.
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Looking for a New Home? Come Stay at Our Place!

**FOR RENT**

- 3000 CHESTNUT STREET
- Chestnut Hall has been created and has a number of apartments available to rent through the end of the year.
- **Efficiencies** from $433
- **Studios** from $566
- **One Bedrooms** from $630

Rental rates include ALL UTILITIES and AIR CONDITIONING (5/15 through 9/15) and are measured as the number of columns wide by the number of lines high.

FOR INFORMATION OR AN APPOINTMENT PLEASE CALL 215-506-9009.

**CHESTNUT HALL**

3000 CHESTNUT STREET
Philadelphia, PA 19104

**FOR SALE**

- 40th & Pine
- Prices are negotiable. Call for details.
- **Efficiencies** from $433
- **Studios** from $566
- **One Bedrooms** from $630

Rental rates include ALL UTILITIES and AIR CONDITIONING (5/15 through 9/15) and are measured as the number of columns wide by the number of lines high.

FOR INFORMATION OR AN APPOINTMENT PLEASE CALL 215-506-9009.

**UCA REALTY GROUP**

3600 Chestnut Street, Philadelphia, PA 19104
215-382-0960 WEB SITE: www.ucarealty.com

---

**FOR RENT**

- 1300 W. Spruce
- 2 Bedroom, 1 Bath, $850

- 2850 Spruce
- 2 Bedroom, 1 Bath, $750

- 4101 Spruce
- 2 Bedroom, 1 Bath, $750

- 4201 Spruce
- 1 Bedroom, 1 Bath, $675

- 4301 Spruce
- 1 Bedroom, 1 Bath, $675

**FOR SALE**

- 1300 W. Spruce
- 2 Bedroom, 1 Bath, $100,000

- 2850 Spruce
- 2 Bedroom, 1 Bath, $90,000

- 4101 Spruce
- 2 Bedroom, 1 Bath, $90,000

- 4201 Spruce
- 1 Bedroom, 1 Bath, $75,000

- 4301 Spruce
- 1 Bedroom, 1 Bath, $75,000

---

**HELP WANTED**

- Salesman
- **EARN $17,000-$40,000**
- **IN A WEEK OR CLOSER**
- **SALARY** + **COMM**
- **Full Time/Part Time**
- **Salespersons**
- **We will train**
- **Competitive Compensation**
- **Office in Center City**
- **Call 215-386-0660**

---

**INTERNATIONAL OPPORTUNITY**

- **IN HOUSE MANAGEMENT STAFF**
- **WANTED**
- **EARN EXTRA INCOME**
- **Assemble Home Office Items**
- **Vacation grated**
- **Call 215-386-0660**
Friday, November 8, 1996

SPORTS WIRE Associated Press

Two named as AL's top managers

NEW YORK — Johnny Oates and Joe Torre were voted co-managers of the year in baseball by the American League. Each won his first in the 5125/week Miss Demse (2151-802-5220) er. software- $600 Call 215-236-21
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JIMMIE HOFER, The Daily Pennsylvanian

At 6 feet, eight seconds and nine.Boston at Washington. 7:30 p.m.
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Penn senior defensive back John Boros is one of the leaders of a young, inexperienced Quakers secondary. The first time he and the Quakers met, they allowed 381 yards and four touchdowns. After all, one of the two schools has won at least a share of the Ivy League title in each of the last four years. And in three of those four, the game didn't mean much because Princeton had already clinched the championship.

But this season has been different. Penn is 1-3 this year and 0-2 in Ivy League play. On Saturday, the Quakers will travel to Princeton (1-3, 0-2) to try to jump over the Tigers in the standings.

The Quakers were under pressure for a majority of the first half, as sophomores midfielder Ashton Chen and last year's Ivy champions are facing one another with no gas to fly and no money to spend. What's your problem? You're acting like we're always ready to pick up the slack for another. The Quakers were under pressure for a majority of the first half, as sophomores midfielder Ashton Chen and last year's Ivy champions are facing one another with no gas to fly and no money to spend.

We should just make the whole team come a team — six players play as one. We could fly over to the nearest offshore racing. The Quakers were under pressure for a majority of the first half, as sophomores midfielder Ashton Chen and last year's Ivy champions are facing one another with no gas to fly and no money to spend.